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ABstrACt
Climate change effect on water quality performance of lakes, rivers and streams is a significant concern 
for watershed planning and management. Climate change characteristics may potentially increase the 
likelihood that waterbodies will fail to meet established water quality standards, often obligating wa-
tershed managers to undertake expensive monitoring and load allocation studies for possible remedies 
against such impairment. one such load allocation study involves the implementation of water quality 
trading (WQt), which often is proposed as a mechanism for improving surface water quality goals un-
der a socially and economically feasible manner. however, while future growth and land use change is 
incorporated through a margin of safety, WQt markets do not typically incorporate the characteristics 
of climate change that have been suggested to exhibit strong linkages against achieving the desired lev-
els of water quality benefit. Consequently, this modelling study evaluates the characteristics of climate 
change upon the levels of water quality benefit along a river system subject to distinct load removal 
exercises: a) removal upon point sources only and b) removal based on a point–nonpoint source trad-
ing mechanism under a theoretical WQt program. this study applies such assessments upon the load 
allocation exercises through carbonaceous biochemical oxygen demand reduction for addressing a rec-
ognized dissolved oxygen problem along the Jordan river in utah, conducting such analyses through 
selected climate change projections described by the representative concentration pathways. for achiev-
ing such tasks, separate simulations are conducted through the Water Quality Assessment simulation 
program, evaluating the performance of such trading mechanisms under observed meteorological data 
against modelled climate data through selected representative concentration pathway projections under 
a historical period from Water year 2007 to 2009. this exercise assesses the performance of such load 
allocation studies subject to climatic characteristics toward suggesting linkages among climate change, 
water quality benefit and the effectiveness of a theoretical WQt mechanism.
Keywords: carbonaceous biochemical oxygen demand (CBOD), dissolved oxygen, total maximum daily 
load (TMDL), Water Quality Assessment Simulation Program (WASP).

1 introduCtion
Water quality studies conducted over waterbodies throughout the united states are often 
centred around the Clean Water Act section 303(d), requiring the monitoring of waterbod-
ies for water quality performance based on the state-established water quality standards [1]. 
Consequently, any waterbody that appears to not meet such state-established water qual-
ity standards requires water quality monitoring and modelling assessment, along with load 
allocation studies planned for addressing such impairment. typically, such monitoring and 
modelling studies over impaired waterbodies involve the implementation of a total maximum 
daily load study, conducting assessments of the waste-load allocations from point sources 
and the load allocations from nonpoint sources with adjustments for addressing uncertain-
ties upon system performance through a margin of safety (mos) [2]. the level of pollutant 
waste-load allocation and load allocation reductions conducted under total maximum daily 
loads for meeting state-established water quality goals are addressed through discharge per-
mits, such as the national pollutant discharge elimination system for point sources and/
or the municipal separate storm sewer system permits [3]. meanwhile, one method for 
conducting and achieving pollutant reduction involves the concept of water quality trading 
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(WQt), which is indicated as an innovative, cost-effective approach for addressing water 
quality standards [4]. under the concept of WQt, pollutant reduction credits are purchased 
by a point/nonpoint source buyer through pollutant reduction applied upon other point/non-
point sources within the same waterbody as the buyer for meeting water quality standards 
[4]. such pollutant reduction credits, described through trade ratios, often involve significant 
collaborations among the point/nonpoint sources against any associated entities, possibly 
including state agencies and consulting firms [5]. While the derivation of trade ratios for pol-
lutant reduction credit from a WQt program attempts addressing the waterbody impairment, 
mos is often suggested to incorporate waterbody, along with land use, characteristics, such 
as those recommended by the Wisconsin department of natural resources [6]. on the other 
hand, WQt programs typically appear to not incorporate the effects of futuristic conditions 
as mos factors upon trade ratios, particularly climate change characteristics that often are 
suggested to exhibit linkages with water quality performance. hence, this article conducts 
analyses of climate change characteristics on the performance of a trading mechanism toward 
suggesting a mos for describing pollutant reduction credit.

2 BACkground

2.1 Climate change and water quality

Climate change characteristics often effect the water quality performance of watersheds, par-
ticularly projecting increased nutrient loads and warmer water temperatures thus needing 
increased levels of removal required for achieving state-established standards. for instance, 
climate change characteristics suggest increases in phosphorus loadings due to changes in 
temperature followed by precipitation patterns [7], with increasing temperatures implicating 
increases in biochemical oxygen demand (Bod) loads [8]. increases in Bod loads, which 
are suggested to be correlated with increased air temperature due to climate change with 
increased levels of urbanization, imply deteriorating dissolved oxygen (do) levels, such as 
yielding do concentrations below 2 mg/l by 2050 [9]. furthermore, climate change charac-
teristics are often found to suggest increasing levels of loading by nitrogen, phosphorus and 
suspended solids among several watersheds across the united states by 2050, hence yielding 
adverse effects upon the water quality performance of several waterbodies [10]. therefore, 
such increases in nutrient loadings due to climate change often precipitate the need for greater 
levels of pollutant removal for addressing established standards, with increased likelihood of 
violating such water quality standards for applying similar levels of removal for futuristic 
conditions as those implemented historically [11]. hence, an assessment of climate change 
upon pollutant reduction credit attained through WQt appears recommended for suggesting 
mos upon trade ratios due to climatic characteristics.

2.2 Case study: Jordan river watershed in salt lake City, ut

the Jordan river in salt lake City, utah (ut) is an approximately 83-km (51-mile) reach 
originating as the outlet from a shallow freshwater lake (utah lake) flowing from north to 
south, discharging into the great salt lake. this river system receives several inflows from 
tributaries, storm drains and wastewater treatment plants (WWtps) and has several signifi-
cant diversions that take water out of the river. figure 1 provides an overview of the tributar-
ies, storm drains, WWtps and diversions along the Jordan river.

As indicated in fig. 1, the Jordan river system receives several tributary inflows, storm 
drains, conduits, three WWtps (south valley, Central valley discharging into millcreek and 
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south davis south) and groundwater inflows along the reach. meanwhile, the river system 
exhibits four locations that divert flow out of the Jordan river, involving turner dam located 
at approximately 16 km downstream from the effluent of the shallow freshwater lake, Joint 
dam at approximately 2.5 km downstream from turner dam, the north Jordan Canal and 
the surplus Canal at approximately 2 km downstream from millcreek. portions of the Jordan 
river system have been indicated as impaired due to water temperature and do, particularly 
downstream of the surplus Canal [12].

3 dAtA And methodology

3.1 model simulations

for this study, water quality models were developed for a river system using the Water 
Quality Assessment simulation program, version 8 (WAsp8), applying the advanced 
eutrophication module [13]. the water quality models focus primarily on simulating water 
temperature, do and carbonaceous biochemical oxygen demand (CBod) for assessing the 
applications of WQt on do performance subject to CBod pollutant removal over a 3-year 
timeframe (1 october 2006 to 30 september 2009).

3.2 data sources for meteorological data and modelled climate projection data

observed meteorological data were obtained for developing and calibrating the WAsp river 
model and for simulating historical water quality conditions. the sources for historical 
observed meteorological data for the time period of interest (1 october 2006 to 30 september 
2009) are documented in table 1.

figure 1:  Jordan river system in salt lake City, ut, with corresponding tributary outfalls, 
storm drains, WWtps and diversions. 
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Climate change characteristics described through the representative concentration pathways 
(rCps) are assessed through the application of modelled climate data. the following climate 
change projections and the general descriptions of the data sources employed are as follows: 

•	 rCp 4.5: this climate change projection with a radiative forcing of 4.5 watts per square 
meter employs the statistically downscaled daily climate data provided by the university of 
idaho [14] derived through the multiadaptive-Constructed Analogs [15]. furthermore, due 
to the temporal resolution of the climate data, temporal disaggregation routines are applied 
for yielding sub-daily climate data through an open-source package melodist [16].

•	 rCp 6.0: this climate change projection with a radiative forcing of 6.0 watts per square 
meter implements the dynamically downscaled hourly climate data provided by the uni-
versity of utah department of Atmospheric sciences that applies the Community Climate 
systems model, version 4 [17].

•	 rCp 8.5: this climate change projection with a radiative forcing of 8.5 watts per square 
meter applies the similar data sources and the temporal disaggregation routines as those 
for rCp 4.5.

3.3 data sources for inflows and diversions for the case study on the Jordan river

the WAsp river models allow the user to input headwater quantity and quality values that serve 
as the upstream boundary conditions for the system. the WAsp models also allow the user to 
input inflow quantity and quality from tributary outfalls, WWtps, storm drains and conduits, 
along with flow quantity being diverted out of the system. At the same time, the WAsp models 
allow the user to define the levels of removal upon inflow quantity and quality for point sources 
(e.g., WWtps) and nonpoint sources (e.g., tributaries, storm drains, conduits, etc.) through the 
implementation of four groups of CBod: river/headwater Bod, WWtp Bod, tributary Bod 
and storm drain Bod. table 2 documents the data sources for retrieving water temperature, 
CBod and do data, along with inflow/outflow quantity for populating the headwater, point 
sources, tributaries, storm drains/conduits and diversions for the Jordan river. in addition, 
groundwater quantity data have been implemented based on monthly groundwater discharge 
data provided by the utah division of Water Quality, with approximations implemented for 
populating groundwater quality into the river model [18].

table 1:  sources of observed meteorological data and vegetative cover for topography and 
 canopy shading over the WAsp river model over 1 october 2006 to 30 september 2009.

data source site(s) retrieved relevant parameters

university of utah 
mesowest database

salt lake international 
Airport

Air temperature, relative 
humidity, wind speed, cloud 
cover

solrAd ftp database salt lake international 
Airport

solar radiation

utah division of Water 
Quality (udWQ)

riparian vegetative Cover 
over the Jordan river

Canopy/topography shading 
(fraction of light blocked)
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table 2:  sources of flow quantity/quality for headwater, WWtp, tributary, storm drains 
and diversions, with the agency for data source (udWQ = utah division of Water 
Quality; udWr = utah division of Water rights; slC = salt lake County), from 
most upstream to most downstream.

headwater, WWtp, Creek, 
drain, Conduit, diversion

data employed (site no., discharge monthly 
report (dmr), etc.)

Agency 
for data 

utah lake effluent 4994790 (Jordan r at utah l outlet u121 Xing) udWQ

turner dam 05.01.07 (Jordan valley Conservancy dist), 
06.02 (utah & salt lake Canal), 06.01 (utah 
lake distribution Canal (59-13)), 06.03 (east 
Jordan Canal (total))

udWr

Joint dam 07.01 (Jordan & salt lake Canal (slC) (57-
7624)), 07.02 (south Jordan Canal (total))

udWr

midas Creek 4994420 (Butterfield/midas Ck ab Jordan river) udWr

north Jordan Canal 10 (north Jordan Canal) udWr

Bingham Creek 4994190 (Bingham Ck at 1300 West) udWQ

7800 south drain Quantity 05.01.07 (Jordan valley Conservancy dist), 
06.01 (utah lake distributing Canal (59-14))

udWr

7800 south drain Quality 4994170 (Jordan at 7800 s Xing Ab s valley 
WWtp)

udWQ

south valley WWtp dmr udWQ

little Cottonwood Creek 290 (little Cottonwood Ck at 300 West) for 
Quantity, 4993580 (little Cottonwood Ck 4900 
s 600 W) for Quality

slC, 
udWQ

Big Cottonwood Creek 390 (Big Cottonwood Ck at 300 West) for 
Quantity, 4992970 (Big Cottonwood Ck Ab 
Jordan r @ 500 W 4200 s) for Quality

slC, 
udWQ

millcreek (upstream of 
Central valley WWtp)

490 (mill Creek @ 460 West) for Quantity slC

Central valley WWtp dmr for Quantity udWQ

millcreek (downstream of 
Central valley WWtp)

4992480 (millcreek Ab Confl/Jordan river Bl 
Central valley WWtp discharge) for Quality

udWQ

kearns-Chesterfield drain 
Quantity

07.02 (south Jordan Canal (total)), 10 (north 
Jordan Canal (total))

udWr

kearns-Chesterfield drain 
Quality

4992390 (decker pond outflow Ab Jordan r) udWQ

surplus Canal 17 (At 17th south) udWr

1300 south Conduit 
Quantity

520 (parley’s Ck), 620 (emigration Ck at 
Canyon mouth), 740 (red Butte Ck at 1600 e)

slC

1300 south Conduit Quality 4992070 (Jordan river at 1300 s storm sewer 
mouth)

udWQ
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3.4 removal cases and WQt evaluation metrics

the following removal scenarios are implemented for assessing the performance of a WQt 
mechanism:

•	 removal upon WWtp sources only: All WWtps along the river system model encounter 
a 95% removal upon WWtp CBod.

•	 point–nonpoint source trading: As treatment processes tend to yield a Bod removal ef-
ficiency at approximately 85% [19], the removal of 95% upon WWtp CBod appears 
rather infeasible. hence, an example trading mechanism is applied for which all WWtps 
encounter an 80% WWtp CBod removal while the tributaries, storm drains and conduits 
exhibit a 50% CBod removal.

such removal and example trading mechanisms are implemented for assessing the CBod 
and do performance subject to observed historical meteorological data followed by the dis-
tinct climate change rCp projections. in this investigation, the performance metrics of the 
example point–nonpoint source trading mechanism through calculating the level of benefit 
in concentration attained through the trading mechanism relative to the level of benefit under 
WWtp CBod removal only. for instance, the ratio of the level of benefit for the trading 
mechanism relative to WWtp Bod removal only is derived through the following formula-
tion for describing the level of benefit upon do.

       R WQT No

WWTP No

do

do do

do do
=
  −  
  −  

.                                               (1)

As indicated in equation 1, the ratio Rdo  is calculated based on the do concentration by 
WQt at any river segment, do WQT,  subtracted by the do concentration under no removal 
applied, do No, divided by the do concentration under WWtp CBod removal only, 
do WWTP, that is subtracted by do No

. in other words, equation 1 computes the level of 
increase upon the do concentration attained through a trading mechanism relative to the 
increase for which only WWtp CBod removal is applied. meanwhile, a similar formulation 
can be derived for CBod towards evaluating the level of CBod removal attained through the 
trading mechanism relative to WWtp CBod removal only. 

           R No WQT

No WWTP

CBod

CBod CBod

CBod CBod
=
  −  
  −  

.                                            (2)

headwater, WWtp, Creek, 
drain, Conduit, diversion

data employed (site no., discharge monthly 
report (dmr), etc.)

Agency 
for data 

north temple Conduit 820 (City Ck at memory grove park) for 
Quantity, 4991920 (City Ck/north temple 
Conduit Ab Jordan r) for Quality

slC, 
udWQ

south davis south WWtp dmr udWQ

table 2: (Continued)
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on the other hand, unlike equation 1 that calculates the relative levels of do benefit, equa-
tion 2 computes the ratio for CBod, RCBod, as the level of decrease in CBod concentra-
tion through WQt by subtracting the CBod concentration without removal, CBod , No by 
the concentration under WQt, CBod , WQT relative to the level of decrease upon the CBod 
concentration under WWtp CBod removal CBod CBod .  −  ( )No WWTP  for this exercise, 
equations 1 and 2 are applied for deriving ratios per river segment per climate change projec-
tion, with separate ratios derived for the simulations that apply observed meteorological data. 
then, the percentage difference upon the ratio derived per climate change rCp projection 
relative to the ratio derived from the simulations under observed historical meteorological 
data is computed through the following formulation. 

       P
X X

XRCP
i RCP i Obs

i Obs

=
−









, , .

,

* .100                                             (3)

As indicated in equation 3, the percent difference of the results yielded by the rCp projec-
tion, PRCP ,  is computed based on the parameter X, which can serve as the concentration or 
the ratio of WQt benefit derived from equations 1 or 2, for constituent i that can indicate 
either do or CBod yielded through a model run under an rCp projection, Xi RCP, ,  relative to 
the parameter X (concentration, ratio of WQt benefit, etc.) for constituent i (do or CBod) 
yielded by the simulations that implement observed historical meteorological data, Xi Obs, .  
hence, for this exercise, the removal and trading cases are implemented for all selected cli-
mate change projections, with equations 1 to 3 applied for assessing the level of benefit 
attained through a WQt mechanism.  

4 results And disCussion

4.1 do and Bod concentrations over the study time period

for this exercise, the WAsp model simulations and the removal cases are conducted upon 
the Jordan river over 3 water years (1 october 2006 to 30 september 2009). the do and 
CBod concentrations among the historical scenario that applies observed meteorologi-
cal data are initially compared with those yielded by the climate change rCp scenarios 
for which no removal upon CBod is applied. then, ratios of CBod and do benefit for 
applying a trading mechanism are derived and compared along the distinct climate change 
rCp scenarios against the historical case. figure 2 displays the do and CBod concentra-
tions along segment Jr117, which serves as a segment downstream of the surplus Canal 
and hence intentionally selected for evaluating do impairment, subject to distinct climate 
change projections.

meanwhile, figure 3 displays the ratios of CBod and do benefit attained through an 
example trading mechanism (e.g., 80% WWtp CBod removal, 50% tributary + storm drain 
CBod removal) relative to the corresponding CBod and do benefit under 95% WWtp 
CBod removal for segment Jr117.

At the same time, the CBod and do longitudinal profile along the Jordan river are incor-
porated for comparing the performance among distinct historical and climate change sce-
narios, selecting a time period during the summer for which elevated temperatures and lower 
flows are observed. figure 4 displays the CBod and do longitudinal profile along the Jordan 
river without any CBod removal applied under 19 August 2009 at 3 pm.
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figure 2:  CBod and do concentrations along the Jordan river segment Jr117 (1 km down-
stream of surplus Canal) under no CBod removal from 1 october, 2006 to 30 
september, 2009 under distinct historical and climate change rCp scenarios. 

furthermore, the following figures (fig. 5) provide the Jordan river longitudinal profile 
up to the south valley WWtp (41 km from downstream) at 19 August 2009 at 3 pm for 
displaying the ratio of CBod and do benefit for conducting the example trading mechanism 
relative to WWtp CBod removal only and the percentage difference upon CBod and do 
ratio per climate change scenario as compared to the historical case.

4.2 effects of climate change characteristics upon do/Bod concentrations in model

relative to the water quality concentrations yielded by the observed historical case (e.g., the 
implementation of observed meteorological data), the climate change rCp scenarios sug-
gest greater effects upon the do concentrations than those upon CBod. for instance, the 
do concentrations yielded by rCp 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5 appear to exhibit deviations as com-
pared to the one by the observed historical case under no CBod removal. meanwhile, under 
no CBod removal, rCp 8.5 appears to suggest lower do concentrations relative to the 
observed historical case, exhibiting up to 10–15% do decrease along Jr117 during the win-
tertime (e.g., december 2008). At the same time, the climate change rCp scenarios sug-
gest decreases upon the do concentration relative to the observed historical case (fig. 4), 
particularly upstream of the south valley WWtp (41 km from downstream) that yield up to 
3% decrease. however, the climate change rCp scenarios appear to suggest minor changes 
upon the CBod concentration relative to the observed historical case, yielding within 1% 
increase/decrease for both the time-series plot (fig. 2) and the longitudinal profile (fig. 4). 
hence, the climate change rCp scenarios appear to suggest decreasing trends with do and 
thus greater removal levels for CBod for addressing state-established do standards though 
further analyses appear recommended for evaluating such linkages. 
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figure 3:  ratio of benefit along the Jordan river segment Jr117 (1 km downstream of sur-
plus Canal) under 80% WWtp + 50% tributary and storm drain CBod removal 
against 95% WWtp CBod removal only from 1 october, 2006 to 30 septem-
ber, 2009 under distinct historical and climate change rCp scenarios. (a) ratio of 
CBod benefit; (b) ratio of do benefit.

4.3 implications of climate change characteristics upon WQt

the climate change rCp scenarios appear to yield similar levels of decrease upon the CBod 
and increase upon the do concentrations relative to the observed historical case among all 
removal cases (e.g., no removal, WWtp removal, trading). from the Jordan river longitudi-
nal profile for 19 August, 2009 at 3 pm, the climate change rCp and the observed historical 
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figure 4:  longitudinal profile along the Jordan river for CBod and do on 19 August 2009 
at 3 pm.

scenarios yield up to an approximate 50% decrease upon CBod along the surplus Canal (25.5 
km from downstream) and an approximate 1% do increase near the most downstream end 
(1–2 km from downstream). meanwhile, the Jordan river longitudinal profiles yield ratios 
for CBod and do benefit greater than 1 among all climate change rCp and the observed 
historical scenarios, suggesting greater benefit attained through WQt than WWtp CBod 
removal only. furthermore, the ratios for CBod and do benefit appear greater than 1 during 
the summer months of the simulation among all rCp scenarios (fig. 3), with values up to 
3.5 for June 2008 and 2009. on the other hand, the ratios for CBod and do benefit among 
the climate change rCp scenarios appear similar to those yielded by the observed histori-
cal case, yielding within 1% difference in ratios. such characteristics suggest the generally 
weak linkages among climate change rCp scenarios against the effectiveness of the example 
trading mechanism (e.g., 80% WWtp + 50% tributary/storm drain CBod removal), recom-
mending generally negligible margins of safety upon trade ratios due to climate change. 
however, since uniform CBod loadings are applied among the climate change rCp and the 
observed historical cases for the exercise, further analyses appear recommended for deriving 
linkages among climate change and the effectiveness of WQt before such conclusions over 
such effects can be verified.

5 ConClusions
Water quality simulations were conducted on a river system under distinct climate change 
scenarios for evaluating the effects upon the water quality performance followed by the effec-
tiveness of WQt. such evaluations were conducted for suggesting potential margins of safety 
upon trade ratios for describing pollutant reduction credit attained through WQt due to cli-
matic characteristics. While the analyses conducted over a river system suggest generally 
weak effects of climate change upon the effectiveness of WQt, the evaluations appear to 
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figure 5:  CBod and do benefit along the Jordan river longitudinal profile for 19 August, 
2009 at 3 pm under 80% WWtp + 50% tributary and storm drain CBod removal 
relative to 95% WWtp CBod removal. (a) ratio of benefit per climate change 
rCp and observed historical scenario; (b) percent difference in ratio per climate 
change rCp relative to the observed historical case.

indicate potential linkages among climate change and the water quality performance. on the 
other hand, such analyses of climate change, water quality and WQt require further assess-
ment regarding the climate change data sources, the effects upon the water quality loadings 
and many other salient factors before such linkages can be derived.
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